Past years have witnessed the rapid growth of computer-based social software. Despite the increasing popularity of mobile devices, the choices of social software on these devices are still limited to non-real-time email and social media systems. Real-time social software on mobile devices is virtually non-existent due to the device characteristics such as small screen real estate, limited battery talk time, scarce network resources, and inherent need for personalization, which present challenges to the design and implementation of effective and useful real-time mobile social software. In this article, we present a technical solution to these challenges using a smartphone-based real-time collaborative note-taking system as an example. The solution allows for personalized multi-user view through flexible layout of multiple windows, maximally utilizing the available screen real estate, personalized content synchronization through synchronization protocols and algorithms based on the operational transformation technique and a buffer compression algorithm based on the operational merging technique, maximally utilizing the available battery talk time and network resources, and personalized content retrieval through customizable search methods.
First, it is non-trivial to design an effective multi-user interface on such a small screen, which allows each individual participant to focus on their own work and at the same time be given the flexibility of customizing the way they keep track of and interact with others. Second, it is non-trivial to devise an efficient and reliable solution to the synchronization of shared data across multiple devices given the scarce network resources and limited battery talk time. Last, The multiuser interface design and data synchronization solution also need to consider the device's memory capacity and limited multi-tasking capability.
In this article, we present a technical solution to these challenges using a smartphone-based real-time collaborative note-taking system -GroupNotes [17] -as an example. The solution allows for personalized multi-user view through flexible layout of multiple windows, maximally utilizing the available screen real estate, personalized content synchronization through synchronization protocols and algorithms based on the operational transformation technique [24] and a buffer compression algorithm based on the operational merging technique [19] , maximally utilizing the available battery talk time and network resources, and personalized content retrieval through customizable search methods.
This solution decouples the multi-user interface from the underlying content synchronization. Users can customize the multi-user interface in such a way that best suites their working styles while remaining in a coherent collaborative session. They can customize the content synchronization policies to flexibly choose the way they wish to collaborate with others and the way others view their contributions to the shared task. They can also customize search methods to flexibly retrieve relevant content contributed by other users. The smartphone-based real-time collaborative note-taking system allows a small group of users to collaboratively take shared notes in real time. For example, a small group of students can use the system to participate in a real-time collaborative note-taking session in a lecture theatre using their own smartphones, and motivate, assist, and monitor each other in order to actively learn and keep everyone in the group engaged during the lecture, in a way that does not disrupt the lecture, either for the lecturer, or for other students [17] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section describes the personalized multi-window view interface. After that, we present the technical solution to personalized content synchronization followed by the operation buffer compression algorithm. We then briefly discuss personalized content retrieval through customizable search methods. Finally we conclude the paper with a summary of major contributions and future work.
Personalized multi-window view
We were informed by a preliminary needs finding survey that a user can only cognitively keep up with up to three other users in a real-time collaborative note-taking session [18] . In a session of up to four users, each participant is given the flexibility of customizing their own working style and the way they keep track of and interact with others. They may choose to work individually, cooperatively, or collaboratively in a session. To cater for that flexibility, we propose a multiwindow solution to the multi-user interface design, where each participant's note area occupies a window, that is the number of windows in the multi-user interface is determined by the number of members who have currently joined in the real-time collaborative note-taking session.
The multi-window solution allows a participant to have a personalized multi-user view of the collaborative session on their own device, for example, Fig. 1 shows the default view of the user after they have finished making a note. The screen is divided into the editor area (upper part) and the radar view area (lower part). The device owner can view and make notes in the editor area, while editors from their group members who have joined the session are shown in the radar view area. In this figure, User 1's editor is shown in the editor area on the screen, while the editors from Users 2, 3 and 4, from left to right at the bottom of the screen, are shown in the radar view area. The background number in each editor, e.g., 1 in User 1's editor indicates that it is the first page of the notes.
A user chooses this view if their primary activity is to take their own notes, either individually rather than as part of a group, purely for the benefit of getting the digital form of the notes using their favorite device, or cooperatively where their notes contribute to the community notes of a group [28] . In this view, there is a single window in the editor area, giving the largest screen real estate possible for the device owner to edit or view the notes, while other users' windows are pushed to the lower part of the screen as miniatures, briefly informing the device owner of what others are doing in an unobtrusive way.
If the user wants to view more than one editor window simultaneously, they can drag one or more editors from the radar view area to the editor area, for example, Fig. 2 shows that the user has chosen to view two editor windows at the same time. This occurs by dragging User 2's miniature window (the first editor window in the radar view area of Fig. 1 ) up to the editor area. To return to a single editor windows, which may or may not be the device owner's editor, would require the reverse action, i.e. dragging the unwanted editor window down to the radar view area. Fig. 3 shows all four editor windows that take up all available screen real estate. It is worth pointing out that while a user can view up to four editor windows at the same time, when they start doing text entry in an editor, that editor window will occupy the entire editor area, pushing the rest of editor windows from the editor area to the radar view area, primarily due to the significant screen real estate taken by the soft keyboard.
A user may choose to view more than one editor window simultaneously if they want to work collaboratively with other participants in the session, where participants taking different roles in order to maximize their strength and cognitive power. For example, the first member is designated as the note-taker, who takes the entire notes, the second member is designated as the reviewer, who reviews and rectifies the notes, the third member is designated as the commentator, who comments on the notes, and the fourth member is designated as the questioner, who develops questions about the notes. In this case, except the note-taker who is likely to choose a single editor window and focus on taking notes, all other participants -the reviewer, the commentator, and the questioner -are likely to choose to view multiple editor windows simultaneously.
It is worth clarifying that although each participant owns a dedicated editor window as their note area in a session, they can view and write to any note area at any time. To differentiate their editor windows and contributions to the same note area, participants are distinguished on the individual's device by the use of a unique color for each group member in the session. This color borders the editor window owned by that user and is illustrated in each of Figs. 1-3. The same color also identifies specific user generated content entered into another member's note area. For instance, in Fig. 2 , User 1 (in red) performed a strikethrough on the text "CSCL" written by the owner of the second note area (in green) and "CSCW" is the new text written in this green note area, also in red. This allows other group members to determine who has made the change.
The proposed personalized multi-window view solution to the multi-user interface design is in a sharp contrast to the majority of computer-based real-time group editors such as GROVE [6] , REDUCE [25] , JAMM [1] , and WRACE [21] , where all participants in a session share the same single editor window. Personalized view is supported through relaxed WYSIWIS (What You See is What I See), which allows participants to view different parts of the same editor window at the same time [7] . This solution works on large screens but is not suitable for handheld devices whose screens are rather small. Personalized view would not be supported if strict WYSIWIS were adopted, which forces all participants to view the same part of the editor window at any moment in time [23] .
Some real-time group editors such as MMM [3] used multiple editor windows to represent a hierarchy of nested editors within each other. The number of editors did not correspond to the number of participants and all participants had the same view of all editors at any moment in time, that is strict WYSIWIS at all times. Furthermore, text edits into the same editor are floor controlled [8] and handled in the order in which they were received.
Personalized content synchronization
In a real-time collaborative note-taking session consisting of up to 4 members, each member owns a dedicated multipage note. Each note can be jointly edited by the 4 users; therefore, the note-taking session is actually composed of 4 parallel collaborative editing sessions, one for each note. A synchronization solution is required to keep all members' notes consistent in the session.
Our content synchronization solution is based on the contextualization theory and extended from a data consistency maintenance solution for shared Web-based documents [21] to the synchronization of multiple notes in the same realtime collaborative note-taking session. Compared to other synchronization techniques, such as floor control [8] , locking [10] , transactions [2] , causal ordering [16] , and serialization [9] , this solution can not only meet the three consistency properties required for collaborative editing systems: convergency, causality preservation, and intention preservation [25] , but also the four requirements for satisfying users' diverse interaction and collaboration needs under complex and dynamic circumstances: fast local response, total work preservation, unconstrained interaction, and customizable collaboration mode [21] .
In particular, a user can customize how the content should be synchronized by specifying three independent parameters.
1. out: whether they want to share their content with other members, 2. in: whether they want to accept the content shared by other members, and 3. detail: whether they want other members to replay their step-by-step updates or only the net effects on the shared content.
The out and in parameters will be discussed in the following synchronization protocols and algorithms based on the cornerstone technique called operational transformation [24] . The detail parameter determines whether a compression algorithm will be invoked to compress step-by-step updates into net effects. The compression algorithm will be discussed in the next section.
A central server will be used to synchronize the replicas of the shared content across all mobile devices, in addition to other functions such as repository management [22, 29] , session management [21, 29] , and note post-processing [18] . The owner of a device uses the note-taking app on their device to view or take notes. Updates on the notes -called operations -are broadcast to other devices for the synchronization of notes (subject to the setting of personalized content synchronization policies). Before presenting the synchronization solution, we first introduce the operational transformation technique.
Operational transformation
There are two types of operations involved in editing a note: Ins/Del [position, length, text] denotes inserting/deleting a piece of text of length at the position in the note. Updating an attribute of a piece of text, e.g., highlighting the text, is represented by deletion of the text with the old attribute value followed by insertion of the same text with the new attribute value instead of by a new type of update operations, such as those used in collaborative word processors [27] because updating operations in note-taking are not as heavily used as in word processing.
As shown in Fig. 4 
O a ← I {I is an identity (null) operation} 9: end if
Operation broadcast
The synchronization solution consists of an operation broadcast protocol, an operation replay algorithm, and a set of session management protocols. A note synchronization process consists of two sub-processes: broadcast local operations and replay remote operations. As shown in Fig. 5 , the server runs m (m 1) collaborative note-taking sessions; each session has up to 4 collaboratively edited notes. There are n (n 1) apps connected to the server and up to 4 apps, e.g. App i, j, k, and l (1 i, j, k, l n), can share the same session, e.g. session p (1 p m).
For each note, the server maintains a master note MN, a master incoming operation buffer MIB storing all operations that should be executed on MN to get its latest state, and a server-side incoming operation buffer for each app involved in the same note, e.g., SIB i , SIB j , SIB k , and SIB l in session p, storing remote operations that have been received by the server but are yet to be received by the corresponding app. Each app can write into any of the 4 notes at any time, therefore it needs to separately synchronize these 4 notes. For each note, the app maintains a replica of the note RN, an outgoing operation buffer OB storing locally generated operations on RN, and an app-side incoming operation buffer AIB storing remote operations that have already been received by the app and will be replayed on RN. In . This protocol broadcasts a sequence of operations generated by each app instead of one at a time, significantly reducing the consumption of the mobile device talk time and network resources. Separation of outgoing and incoming operation buffers and separation of app-side and server-side buffers, reinforced by the note replicas in the server and across the apps, make the protocol resilient to the network disruptions in the mobile devices. The SLOT transformation control algorithm [21, 20] , which symmetrically transforms two context-equivalent sequences , is defined Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 2 SLOT(Sq
a , Sq b ): (Sq b a , Sq a b ) Sq b a ← Sq a Sq a b ← Sq b for (i ← 0; i < |Sq b a |; i++) do for ( j ← 0; j < |Sq a b |; j++) do O j a,i ← Sq b a [i] O i b, j ← Sq a b [ j] (O j+1 a,i , O i+1 b, j ) ← SIT(O j a,i , O i b, j ) Sq b a [i] ← O j+1 a,i Sq a b [ j] ← O i+1 b, j end for end for return (Sq b a , Sq a b ) Algorithm 3 SIT(O j a,i , O i b, j ): (O j+1 a,i , O i+1 b, j ) O j+1 a,i ← IT(O j a,i , O i b, j ) O i+1 b, j ← IT(O i b, j , O j a,i ) return (O j+1 a,i , O i+1 b, j )
Operation replay
The other sub-process involved in a note synchronization is to replay remote operations stored in an app's AIB. The following operation replay algorithm executes remote operations in AIB r k to complete the synchronization process on note r by app k.
Algorithm 4 Operation replay algorithm
SLOT(AIB It is worth pointing out that because local and remote operations need to modify the same replica of note r at App k, execution of local operations and replay of remote operations must be mutually exclusive. In case of contention between local and remote operations, local operations must be given the priority to ensure good local response. Otherwise, if all remote operations in AIB r k were replayed as a continual stream, local operations would suffer starvation, resulting in poor local response. To minimize the impact on the local response, each remote operation in AIB r k should "give way" to new local operations before being replayed.
Personalized synchronization policies
If both out and in are on, each synchronization process initiated by the app will first execute the operation broadcast protocol to broadcast local operations from OB and then invoke the operation replay algorithm to replay remote operations from AIB on the local replica of the note. If out is on but in is off, each synchronization process will only execute the operation broadcast protocol to broadcast local operations from OB but will not invoke the operation replay algorithm to replay remote operations. Nonetheless, remote operations are still kept in AIB so that they will be transformed with for achieving contextualization when the operation broadcast protocol is executed. If out is off but in is on, each synchronization process will first execute the operation broadcast protocol but with a dummy request (i.e., the request does not piggyback the operation sequence in OB) and then invoke the operation replay algorithm to replay remote operations from AIB. Nonetheless, local operations are still kept in OB so that they will be transformed with for achieving contextualization when the operation replay algorithm is executed.
Two points are worthing clarifying. First, consistency is still achieved even though each app may end up with a different replica of the same note because causality preservation (ensured by orderly broadcast and transformation) and intention preservation (ensured by transformation) are not affected, and if all operations were executed on all replicas, they would become identical (same as the master copy). Second, if a user wants to save a note, after producing the latest master note by incorporating all broadcast operations on the server, the user will be prompted to save their local replica into their personal space on the server or their mobile device itself as it is likely to be different from the master note on the server.
Session management protocols
The session creation protocol is to be executed when a user wants to create a new collaborative note-taking session, the session joining protocol is to be executed when a new user (i.e. a latecomer) wants to join an ongoing session, the session saving protocol is to be executed when a user wants to produce the latest master copies of all the shared notes for the session, and the session leaving protocol is to be executed when a user wants to quit from an ongoing session.
Protocol 2. Session creation: a new app creates a new session
1. The app establishes a network connection with the server and sends a request CREATE to the server. 2. When the server receives the request from the app, it performs the following session creation process:
(a) assign a session id sid (1 sid m), a note id nid (1 nid 4) within the session, and an app id aid_nid (1 aid_nid n) for the app that owns note nid; (b) create session sid that contains note nid, including the master copy of the note MN, the master incoming buffer MIB, and the sever-side incoming buffer SIB aid_nid for app aid_nid; and (c) send a response CREATE, sid, nid, aid_nid, MN to the app. 2. When the server receives the request from the app, it performs the following session joining process on session p: (a) lock session p, including all the existing notes, e.g., note i owned by app aid_i and note j owned by app aid_ j (1 i = j 4 and 1 aid_i = aid_ j n); (b) assign a note id nid (1 nid 4 and nid = i = j) and an app id aid_nid (1 aid_nid n and aid_nid = aid_i = aid_ j); (c) 
Operation buffer compression
The network connection between an app and the server is based on Wi-Fi, where the network resources are always limited. Frequent broadcast and replay of every individual operation should be avoided unless it is really needed as it will consume too much network bandwidth as well as the precious battery talk time of the device running the app. It may also be unnecessary if users are only interested in what note their peers are taking rather than micro-step operations. Therefore, our personalized content synchronization policy allows a user to choose from broadcasting every individual operation made on a note or just broadcasting the net effects of these operations through the detail parameter. The technical solution behind this policy is an operation buffer compression algorithm that can compress operations in each of an app's OB's to be operations of net effects. That is, a user can set the detail parameter for each of the notes in their app. If a note's detail parameter is off, the corresponding OB in this app will be compressed before being broadcast to other apps.
The buffer compression issue is similar to the log compression issue in operation-based source code control systems [13] and distributed file systems [15] . For example, for replicas to effectively manage the storage resources of their write-logs in an anti-entropy protocol for the propagation of write operations between weakly consistent storage replicas [15] , each replica can independently decide when and how aggressively to prune a prefix of its write-log subject to the constraint that only stable writes can get discarded. An important consequence of this approach is that a replica may discard write operations that have not been propagated to other replicas, leading to inconsistency and the solution is to transfer the full database state from one replica to the other if the two replicas are far from consistent. As the solution sometimes needs to transfer a full, large document over the network, it is not suitable for the mobile devices, where network resources are limited. Furthermore, it cannot satisfy the total work preservation requirement in a collaborative note-taking session.
Lippe and Oosterom proposed the concept of redundant operations in object-oriented operation-based merging [11] . Although the objective of removing redundant operations is to remove unnecessary conflicts and to speed up conflict detection, the concept of redundant operations has inspired us to devise the operational merging technique for compressing logs in text-oriented operation-based source code control systems [19] . The proposed compression algorithm is extended from this operational merging technique to support compressing operation buffers in mobile devices.
It is worth clarifying that the compression algorithm is based on operation relationships in the buffer and their context in relation to the shared note. A compressed buffer can be further compressed using a standard lossless compression algorithm such as LZ77 [30] to reduce the size of the buffer in order to reduce the consumption of network resources, which however cannot be used to produce operations of net effects alone.
Operation relationships

Definition 1 (Operation context).
Given an operation O , its context, denoted by Υ O , is the state of the note on which O is defined. 
Definition 2 (Operation context equivalent relation). Given two operations O a and O b , O a is context-equivalent to
O b , denoted by O a O b , iff Υ O a = Υ O b .
Definition 3 (Operation context preceding relation). Given two operations O a and O b , O a is context-preceding
The following definitions are used to describe the relationships between any two operations in an OB. one of following conditions holds: 
Operational merging
Two adjacent operations can be merged into one operation by concatenating their effect regions. In this way, the number of operations in an OB can be reduced by one. The same type of two overlapping operations can be merged into one operation by combining their effect regions. In this way, the number of operations in the OB can be reduced by one. Different types of two overlapping operations can be merged in such a way that the overlapping region is removed from both operations. In this way, the size of the OB can be reduced and the number of operations in the log could be reduced by one or two if the effect region of one operation totally falls into the effect region of the other operation or the effect regions of the two operations are completely overlapping. The following functions are defined to merge two operations in an OB. For example, as shown in Fig. 6 , the note initially contained a string xyz and was transformed to another string xc123 by a list of user-issued editing operations stored in
OM_II(O a
. By applying operational merging to the neighboring operations in
, OB can be compressed step by step as shown in Fig. 7 . 
Algorithm 8 OM_ID(O
a , O b ): (O a , O b ) if (P( O b ) P(O a ) and P( O b ) + N(O b ) P(O a ) + N(O a )) then if (P( O b ) == P(O a ) and P( O b ) + N(O b ) == P(O a ) + N(O a )) then return (I, I) else head ← substring(S( O b ), 0, P( O a ) − P(O b )) tail ← substring(S( O b ), P( O a ) + N(O a ) − P(O b ), N( O b )) T( O b ) ← Del; P( O b ) = P(O b ) N( O b ) ← N( O b ) − N(O a ); S( O b ) ← head + tail return (I, O b ) end if else if (P( O b ) P(O a ) and P( O b ) + N(O b ) P(O a ) + N(O a )) then head ← substring(S( O a ), 0, P( O b ) − P(O a )) tail ← substring(S( O a ), P( O b ) + N(O b ) − P(O a ), N( O a )) T( O a ) ← Ins; P( O a ) ← P(O a ) N( O a ) ← N( O a ) − N(O b ); S( O a ) ← head + tail return ( O a , I) else if (P( O b ) > P( O a ) and P( O b ) + N(O b ) > P( O a ) + N(O a )) then T( O a ) ← Ins; P( O a ) = P(O a ) N( O a ) ← P(O b ) − P(O a ) S( O a ) ← substring(S( O a ), 0, P( O b ) − P(O a )) T( O b ) ← Del; P( O b ) = P(O b ) N( O a ) ← P(O b ) + N(O b ) − P(O a ) − N(O a ) S( O a ) ← substring(S( O b ), P( O a ) + N(O a ) − P(O b ), N( O b )) return ( O a , O b ) else if (P( O b ) < P(O a ) and P( O b ) + N(O b ) < P(O a ) + N(O a )) then T( O a ) ← Ins; P( O a ) = P(O a ) N( O a ) ← P(O a ) + N(O a ) − P(O b ) − N(O b ) S( O a ) ← substring(S( O a ), P( O b ) + N(O b ) − P(O a ), N( O a )) T( O b ) ← Del; P( O b ) = P(O b ) N( O a ) ← P(O a ) − P(O b ) S( O a ) ← substring(S( O b ), 0, P( O a ) − P(O b )) return ( O a , O b ) else return ( O a , O b ) end if
The compression algorithm
Definition 7. Maximally compressed OB "Ω OB ".
Given an OB, Ω OB denotes its maximally compressed form in which for
We devised a compression algorithm based on operational merging, which can achieve maximal compression. First, the algorithm exhaustively examines every two operations in an OB, including those that are not physically located one after another in the buffer. For the example in Fig. 6 , the compressed OB is [O O 5 and the OB can be further compressed to OB = Algorithm 9 LTranspose(OB, i, j) 
LTranspose(OB, j, i) [1, 4, c123] . This OB has achieved maximal compression, i.e., OB = Ω OB , achieving 60% reduction in operation number and 57% reduction in buffer size.
Second, the algorithm can discover hidden adjacent operations, i.e., these operations were initially disjointed and then made adjacent by subsequent operations. As shown in Fig. 8(A) , operations I 2 (an insertion operation) or D 2 (a deletion operation) and I 1 /D 1 were initially disjointed. If a new insertion operation I 3 inserts some text, for instance between the effect regions covered by I 1 /D 1 and I 2 /D 2 , it can never make I 2 /D 2 and I 1 /D 1 adjacent. In contrast, a later deletion operation could create new adjacent relations among previous disjointed operations. As shown in Fig. 8(B To address this issue, the algorithm transposes all deletion operations to the left side of all insertion operations in an OB in order to effectively detect the hidden adjacent relations created by these deletion operations. Therefore, the algorithm first merges all deletion operations with other operations and then merges insertion operations with the rest of the operations. In this way, insertion operations must have already taken into account the effects of all deletion operations and consequently the algorithm can merge hidden adjacent operations. 
Verification of the compression algorithm
To verify the compression algorithm, we need to prove that the compression algorithm has achieved maximal compression (as described by Theorem 1) and the compressed buffer is equivalent to the uncompressed one in terms of transforming the note from the same initial state to the same final state (as described by Theorem 2). [D 1 , . . . , D r , COMET([I 1 , . . . , I s , O n+1 ]) ].
Theorem 1. Given any OB, if COMET(OB)
1. Given ∀I j (1 j s), if I j O n+1 , then OB = COMET([D 1 , . . . , D r , I 1 , . . . , I s , O n+1 ]) = [D 1 , . . . , D r , I 1 , . . . , I 
is to insert a sequence of r characters X 1 · · · X r at position i. 
• 
is to delete a sequence of r characters C i+1 · · · C i+r at position i. Fig. 9 . Editing graph transforming string xyz to string xc123.
A list of effective operations is equivalent to a list of editing scripts derived by text differentiation algorithms [14] . A list of effective operations is one alternative list of editing scripts used to transform a note from its initial state to its final state, while a list of editing scripts derived by text differentiation algorithms is the shortest list of editing scripts used to transform it from the same initial state to the same final state. The difference between the two lists is that the former list preserves the intentions of user-issued actions while the latter list attempts to reconstruct actions after the fact and has little chance to preserve the intentions of user-issued actions. For the sake of comparison, both effective operations and editing scripts are represented as character-based.
For the example shown in Fig. 6 1, 3] . The editing graph for transforming string xyz to string xc123 is shown in Fig. 9 .
According to the text differentiation algorithm [14] , the shortest editing script for transforming string xyz to string xc123 contains five editing operations shown in Fig. 9 (A): 2D(delete character y), 3D(delete character z), 3Ic(insert character c), 3I1(insert character 1), 3I2(insert character 2), and 3I3(insert character 3). In this example, the list of shortest editing scripts derived by the text differentiation algorithm accidentally coincides with the list of effective operations
As pointed out, the list of effective operations and the list of shortest editing scripts are two of many alternative paths in transforming a note from its initial state to the final state. These two paths may not necessarily be the same because the user may not necessarily choose the shortest path to transform the note from its initial state to the final state. For example, in Fig. 9(B) , the user may choose another path that is different from the shortest path in Fig. 9 (A) to transform string xyz to string xc123. That path consists of the following list of effective operations: 1D(delete character x), 1Ix(insert character x), 2D(delete character y), 3D(delete character z), 3Ic(insert character c), 3I1(insert character 1), 3I2(insert character 2), and 3I3(insert character 3). Nevertheless, the scale of effective operations is comparable to that of the shortest list of editing scripts derived by text differentiation algorithms in terms of both the size of the list and the number of operations within the list.
Personalized content retrieval
In GroupNotes, each user owns a note, which is viewable and editable by members in a real-time collaborative notetaking session. A community note that combines notes from all members in the session is automatically generated by the GroupNotes server and made available to each member after the session is over.
A user can request to view a live note from a real-time collaborative note-taking session where the user is not a member by retrieving it with the session identity and the note identity within the session, for example session K : note i . If the request is granted by the note owner, the user can view it while it is being updated in real time and add it to the communicate note that will become available to the user after the session is over. A live note can also be retrieved through other search criteria such as the owner's identity or the note's unique identity. Constrained by the mobile device's screen real estate and the human's cognitive power, a user can only retrieve a few live notes from other real-time collaborative note-taking sessions, however a user may want to retrieve significant number of saved notes to generate a comprehensive community note or facilitate social learning through rating (e.g. using a score from 0 to 5), annotating (e.g. using pedagogical or topic tags), following (e.g., commenting, clarifying, or questioning) another user's note. All notes are saved in the GroupNotes server in a hierarchical structure shown in Fig. 10 . A saved note can be uniquely identified by the topic identity, the lecture identity within the topic, the slide identity within the lecture, and the note identity within the slide, for example Topic i : Lecture j : Slide p : note q . Saved notes can be retrieved in the following customizable search methods. For the sake of simplicity without losing generality, it is assumed that the topic identity, the lecture identity within the topic, and the slide identity within the lecture are all known, that is, a user wants to retrieve saved notes for a given slide.
